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CEO Statement of Continued Support 
 

Mundys’s ongoing commitment to UN Global Compact and its Principles 
 
 
H.E. António Guterres 
Secretary-General 
United Nations 
New York, NY 10017 
USA 
 

Dear Secretary-General, 

 
I am glad to reaffirm Mundys’ (formerly Atlantia) continued support for the United Nations 
Global Compact (UNGC) initiative and the Ten Principles. We do believe that business has an 
important role to play in creating a prosperous future, and with less than a decade left to 
deliver the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) there is still a lot to do to address social, 
environmental, and economic challenges while creating new markets and growing 
economies as we go through a transition that has to be just and affordable for everyone. 

We believe that we will be a better business by taking a long-term, sustainable approach 
where we seek to create value for all our stakeholders, to protect their rights and fundamental 
freedoms, fight discrimination of any sort, address externalities of the business on the planet, 
foster good governance founded on ethics.  

In this challenging and constantly evolving market environment, Mundys aims to actively 
promote and drive change by playing a central role in the mobility ecosystem, and 
underpinning value creation for all our stakeholders via the powerful combination of 
sustainability and innovation. The challenge of decarbonisation calls for a radical 
transformation of the mobility ecosystem, involving a host of actors who will need to share 
objectives and priorities to ensure a fair transition and long-term prosperity. Transport 
infrastructure, new forms of mobility and technology applied to the entire ecosystem will play 
a pivotal role in this transformation that we are committed to enable and support. 

 
We confirm our commitment to annually submit the Communication on Progress (CoP), 
that describes our company’s efforts to implement the Ten Principles, and therefore 
transparently report on progress year by year. We in fact consider our stakeholders to be 
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vital partners with whom we strive to guide our growth in line with the Ten Principles of the 
UN Global Compat, which are among our founding values and an integral part of our DNA. 

Sincerely yours, 

Mr. Andrea Mangoni 

Chief Executive Officer – Mundys S.p.A 
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